Prologue :
The Triton is hiding behind a moon, her mission to create a diversion long enough to permit the shuttles to enter Hybux's atmosphere completed. She has been hit, she is damaged but none of her systems have been destroyed for the moment
 
The Away Team landed the shuttles 1.5 km from the coordinates of the secret entrance to the Section 31 complex. During the descent to the planet nothing let the Away team think that they have been discovered. A stealthy entrance is still an option.
 
While the away team was unloading the shuttles and secured a perimeter around them, a massive missile has just left the surface of the planet. Where is it headed?
 
All the cards are now on the table, the next hours will be able to tell who has the higher hand and will be able to win the pot.
 
Star Trek, A Call To Duty, is proud to present the USS Triton in...."Planet of No Return"....Chapter ten..... "Into the Darkness"....Stardate 10604.20
 
= /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ = Resume = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ =/\= /\ = /\

CEO_Randolph says:
::is in the turbolift headed for the bridge with a hot idea::
 
 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
:: watches the view screen wishing she could do more ::

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Just headed out of the shuttle after it landed, the Changeling and Commander Mrlr leading the way.::  CTO:  Guard the shuttles.
 
 @ACTION: The Hybux's sun hits you like an hammer, there are at least 115 degrees on the surface and the dry, musky smell of the atmosphere seems perfect to want to make you cough your lungs out.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::gets out of the pilot chair and opens a panel and grabs a phaser, tricorder and Type 3 Rifle::
 
FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::step outside of the shuttle and feels the heat and opens his collar::
 
CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::gestures for the changeling to head towards the nest:::: Changeling: Let's go.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
:: at flight :: TO: Prepare for incoming missile

CEO_Randolph says:
::tumbles out of the TL as it arrives for the bridge::

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
*CEO*: I need shields now incoming missile

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Sir ::out of breath:: I think I can get us to disappear.

 Founder says:
@::indicates a ridge not far away:: CIV: I believe that the entrance should be visible behind that ridge, if you have some binoculars I would check if there are some Jem’Hadar guarding it.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
CEO: You willing to bet the lives of this crew on that?

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Grabs a phaser, tricorder, and standard issue phaser, and heads over to the FCO.::  FCO:  We should get going.  You ready?

CEO_Randolph says:
::hastens to open the engineering console::  * Engineering*: Bring the shields online including the new programmed ones.

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Sir I have done it before on the Claymore.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::grab his rifle:: XO: Ready when you are sir

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Checks to be sure the security troops are spread out between them.::

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: There is no violation of the treaty of Algernon.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: Incoming projectile, Approaching at near impulse speed.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
CEO: I don’t care who you have to violate lieutenant get it done

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: What I can do is make the Triton disappear using....Yes sir.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Hears the Founder, and grabs a pair of binoculars for Commander Mrlr.::  CIV:  Here you go, Commander.

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: OH sir by the way you have shields.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
TO: Prepare to fire a torpedo into the missiles path

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: I'm detecting a shield system as well Captain

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::reaches back while still watching the Founder:: XO: Thank you. ::lifts them up and checks for guards::

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::opens his tricorder and scans the area::

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Nods to the FCO.::  ALL:  Once Commander Mrlr and the Founder have cleared our path, they will lead the way.  ::Starts scanning the open area.::

 @ACTION: Where the entrance should be Mrlr can see on her binoculars that there are 3 Jem’Hadar heavily armed guarding a steep cliff or rock. There is no sign of an entrance.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
::builds power in the engines :: TO: When you fire I will accelerate prepare for the change in targeting

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@CTO:  Make sure the shuttles are secure and that you keep us on transporter lock in case we need to beam back in a hurry.
 
CEO_Randolph says:
::hurries to the console:: *Engineering*: Mr. Johnson get three holo-emitters on the hull on line and swing the parabolic mirrors out board.  We are going to make the ship mirror the stars and disappear.  Ens. Saunders I want the ion masking program online in less than two minutes.  Get your backsides moving people we have a incoming missile.

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
:: glances over at the Captain ::

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: Torpedo targeted,,,, Captain, The missile is receiving data  from the sensor net.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@CIV:  Whenever you're ready, Commander.  I have the security troops prepped.

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::stops and lowers her rifle until it is pointing straight at the founder.  Holds up her paw for the rest to stop:: Founder: There is no entrance...and there are Jem Hadar guards.  What the hell are you up to?
 
 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
TO: Can you pinpoint the transmission source of the data
 
 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
TO: Lieutenant, can we get the targeting sensors up yet?

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: I have 50% on the back shields but if my trick works we will disappear into a star field and with the masking of the ion signature we are virtually invisible and un detectable.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Hears the Commander.::  CIV/Founder:  Better yet, what are they guarding?

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
CEO: And if it doesn't our crew on the ground will not have a ride back

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: I would never have suggested it if it was an untried theory.  It works.
 
TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: Targeting sensors are still down Captain, It will be extremely difficult to hit .

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::nods at the XO's comment and gestures with her rifle for the Founder to start talking::

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
TO: Best effort

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Gestures for the security team to survey the perimeter.::

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::tries to scan the area with the Jem'Hadar to see if there is a hologram hiding something::

CEO_Randolph says:
*Engineering*: Bring online all remaining fusion reactors on line and feed them into the holo-emitter grid.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Nods to OPS Chatters as well.::

 @ACTION: The Jem’Hadar seem alert, one of them is manning a phaser IV cannon.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@FCO:  Can your scanner pick up any entrance from this great a distance, Lieutenant?

 ACTION: As the fusion reactors are brought online, two of them suddenly lose power

Ens. Johnson says:
 *CEO*: Sir two of the reactors scrammed.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: Captain I believe it has locked on to our sensor emissions.

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::steps back to speak a little quieter tot eh XO, still never taking her eyes or the rifle off of the changeling:: XO: I don't like this.  But it looks as if we can get to within a 100 meters of them along that ledge and still stay out of sight.  We'll be able to see better if the entrance is hidden or not.

CEO_Randolph says:
*EO Johnson*: Get them fixed in a hurry we need them to maintain the power.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::closes his tricorder:: XO: Scanner is not picking up anything

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: 3 minutes to intercept. ::Reads his scans intently.::

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@CIV:  We should be able to take them out from that distance, but the real question is will it bring others?

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
CO: Rerouting power to shields sir.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
TO: Sensors emissions?? Then cut all sensors except the view screen.  We will be flying blind but so will that missile.  Start a counter on you console time to fire from last reading then shutdown you sensors

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Everything is in place.   If you can drop the ship negative 30 degrees straight down once the emitters are online and projecting the mirrored image we will be save.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@XO: Sir if we do attack I suggest we take out that one with the phaser cannon

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@CIV:  Are you sure there are no other Jem'Hadar soldiers in the surrounding area.  Maybe you should look again.

CEO_Randolph says:
<save to safe>

 Founder says:
@XO: If you want I can offer a distraction to help you take them out.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO; Aye Sir. ::Starts dropping sensors.::

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@XO: The Jem’Hadar are heavily armed.  It looks as if they have a phaser IV canon and they are on alert.  I don't like this but we need to get closer.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
CEO: This missile is not guiding by site but by sensors.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
OPS: Kill all active scans

ACTION: The missile's systems lock onto the Triton

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Turns to face the FCO.::  FCO:  The what?    CIV:  Can you tell where that phaser canon is aimed?

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Same thing sir Ions and sensors.  But once they are shut down it is blind but still on a direct path towards us.

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
TO: I'm showing that the missile had locked onto us.

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@XO: He has a point.  If we send him out to distract them....it can give us time to pick them off.

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Sir time to throw the switch.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
OPS: You are correct. It's locked on to our sensor emissions

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@XO: Actually there are two of them.  One is pointing outward...the other straight towards the rock where the entrance is supposed to be according to him.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@CIV:  I don't think so.  I don't like leaving him out there by himself.  ::Whispers.::  I don't trust him.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
CEO: Then do it, but have your department stand by for rapid acceleration

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Understood sir.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@CIV:  I say we get within 100 meters like your original plan and then we taken them out with our phasers.  There's plenty of us here.  We don't need a distraction.
 
CEO_Randolph says:
*Engineering*: Hit it gang and make sure we have enough power for a quick acceleration as well.  Get us mirrored. Now!!!

 Founder says:
@XO: They may have tricorders and get your life signal Commander.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@XO: Whose taking point?

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@Founder:  If they have tricorders, or any kind of sensors, they would know we are here already.

CEO_Randolph says:
::engineering goes into their assigned duties and powers up the emitters as the parabolic mirrors swing into place and the ION making program is activated::
 
ACTION: The missile is now 2 minutes away from the Triton

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
::Starts to get nervous.:: CO: Photon torpedo in the tube and ready on your order.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Points to the Changeling.::  FCO:  That would be our Changeling friend here.

 Founder says:
@XO: If they have standard federation technology they may not, they are not so powerful I have heard. But it is your call. You the boss. ::smiles::

Ens. Johnson says:
*CEO*: Sir We should be invisible in ten seconds.

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
CO: Back up power ready for shields sir.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
::Looks over to Chatters and wipes the sweat from his brow.::

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@XO: ::nods:: It's your call Commander.  He could be right about the sensors.  And don't worry.....he's not going anywhere by himself.  And if we can get as close as possible....I'll keep my rifle trained on him every second.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::looks at the founder then the XO::

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Sir we should be invisible in about 8 seconds.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
TO: Very good lieutenant, When the missile hits the one minute mark you are to fire...I will accelerate at the same moment

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
:: gulps at the Captain's plan :: CO: Sir, isn't that cutting it close?

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
CEO: Well you will 52 seconds beyond that to know if it worked, after that we are leaving

 Founder says:
@FCO: Howdy Lieutenant, nice to meet you, I am Commander's Mrlr perfect copy.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: It will be my best guess Sir, I have reduced all active scans to evade it's targeting lock.

CEO_Randolph says:
Self: Please my lady the Triton stay in one piece and live.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@ALL:  We have security troops for protection.  The will spread out between us and take up the rear.

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::lifts her binoculars again and looks closer:: XO: There's something strange here. The Jem’Hadar aren't wearing Dominion uniforms...and they have standard phaser rifles.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
TO: Well done lieutenant, stand ready

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Sir If it doesn't work you can have my life.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
OPS: Too far and the missile will evade the torpedo

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@Founder: Ummm... nice to meet you?

ACTION: A slight change in the missile's course makes it look like it's lost the Triton

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@XO: Either way....we have to get closer no matter what.  Whether we use him as bait or not.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Nods to the CIV, and then looks at the Founder.::  Founder:  What do you know of this?

 Founder says:
@FCO: Courtesy is not dead. Thank you Lieutenant ::nods::

CEO_Randolph says:
:;watches her power grids and boards::

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
::Hopes he has tracked the missiles course correctly since the sensors are shut down.::

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
CO: Sir, I am detecting a course change in the missile.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
CEO: I can have it for the remaining 90 seconds, how good of you lieutenant :: growls as he makes the ship ready to go ::
 
XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@CIV:  I agree.  ALL:  Let's head out.  SECURITY:  Spread out and take up the rear.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
OPS: How much of a change?

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::nods his head and then give an odd look::

 Founder says:
@XO: They are not ours, those are Dr. Jibran Jem’Hadar, and they stole Section 31's equipment.

CEO_Randolph says:
Self: Missile changing course?  That is not good.

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::focus her binoculars better and then growls and says in a deadly voice:: XO: I know those uniforms.  They are the same as the ones on that ship where they transported me along with the cargo.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@Founder:  Try anything funny, and we will find out what your boiling point is.  ::Points her phaser at him.::

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
CO: Almost a five degree shift, sir.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
OPS: On target or off
 
 Founder says:
@:;listen to commander Mrlr and adds:: XO: and your pirates as well. This is the place they came from.

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
CO: Just off sir.

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@Founder: You heard her...let's go. ::gestures with her rifle for him to take the lead again with her following right behind::

CEO_Randolph says:
Self: It is working I believe.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@ALL:  Then I suggest we head out and finish what we came here for.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
OPS: Thank you lieutenant

  CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
TO: Lets see what it does as it closes range, keep standing by

CEO_Randolph says:
::maintains her vigil on her power boards::

@ACTION: The founder shrugs and starts moving down the ridge moving as stealthily as possible.

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Sir the ship is mirrored and now invisible to the missile.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Takes a pink bow out of her hair, and attaches it to Commander Mrlr's uniform.::  Whispers to CIV:  Just in case he tries to say he's you.
 
ACTION: It is now one minute until the missile reaches the Triton's location

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: Approaching one minute mark.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::follows the group and continuously turns to watch their backs

@ACTION: The founder starts to change shape, now he looks much smaller.

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::grins back quickly at her and in just a low voice:: XO:No could ever be me... ::winks and catches up to the founder staying right behind him::

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::looks forward as the founder changes again:
:
 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
:: watches the screen :: CO: Sir, it's still heading our way.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
TO: Fire the torpedo  :: engages engines and begins to pull away from the moon keeping it between the Triton and the defense web ::

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Sir now is the time to leave.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
::Fires the torpedo and activates sensors.::

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Heads out with the group, following the Founder and Commander, with the FCO right behind her.::

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::growls:: Founder: I wouldn't if I were you.   I could shoot you into changeling bits if you were as small as a flea.  So knock it off.

ACTION: As the torpedoes are fired the missile changes course again and heads for the fleeing Triton

CEO_Randolph says:
*Engineering*: I want the holo-emitters still running.  And make sure that the ion masking program is up to specs.

 Founder says:
@XO: Would you mind too much if I took a shape that permits me to sneak around much better?

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::whispers:: XO: Something doesn't seam right

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@Founder:  What kind of a shape?

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: Missile has changed course and is targeting us again.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@FCO:  What do you mean?
  
CEO_Randolph says:
Self: What the hell is attracting that damn thing????

ACTION: Thirty seconds to impact

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@XO: Just have a feeling like we are heading into a trap

CEO_Randolph says:
::thinks real fast::

 Founder says:
@XO: I know you would find that ironic, but was thinking to become a snake, this rocky terrain is perfect for crawling. ::smiles::

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
:: pushes the engines hard trying to escape :: TO: Fire all ready weapons at the missile

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::shakes her head:: XO: Too easy for him to slip into a crevice and escape

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: Thirty seconds. ::Fires the phasers and a few more torpedoes into it's path.::

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@Founder:  I don't think so.  I think you need to stay where we can see you.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@CIV:  Agreed, completely.

ACTION: Phasers appear to bounce off the missile’s shielding.....the torpedo is about to hit

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
:: tries to find the nearest point he can engage the warp drive ::

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
Aloud: Brace for impact

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Sir the missile may be attracted to our power systems.  It might be our power frequencies that is attracting it.

 Founder says:
@All: I though so. Well let's go on. But I advice to not shoot, they may have sensors down there and they could detect your phasers.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
*All Hands*: Brace for impact

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@XO/Founder: Besides...everyone knows the best at sneaking around are cats....so start sneaking. ::pushes the founder onward again::

ACTION: As the torpedo impacts the missile there is a huge ball of flame

CEO_Randolph says:
Self: OH  Hell..........

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
:: hangs on to the console ::

CEO_Randolph says:
::grabs her seat::

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: Missile has been destroyed.

 Founder says:
@Mrlr: We could take care of the Jem’Hadar together, it would be quiet, and risk less for the others.

CEO_Randolph says:
*Engineering* Reverse tractor beam to repulsing beam.  Don't let any debris hit the ship.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@CIV: Sir I wouldn't recommend that

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@Founder:  Not on your life.  I go with you if you go.  I'm prepared to fight.

ACTION: The TO may have spoken too soon as a small object can been seen as the flames die

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
:: points at the screen :: CO: Sir, I think it's still there!

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@FCO:  I'm not about to leave one of my crew members alone with a Changeling.

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@Founder: And why should I trust that you will do that?  Easy enough to get me out there and then turn the other Jem’Hadar on me.  No...we'll recon the situation if there are sensors I can handle them myself.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@XO: Sir I think its safe to say we are going in as a group so lets get this moving

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: Belay that Captain, Missile has survived.........stand by.

 Founder says:
@XO: I see with displeasure you humans have become as paranoid as the Dominion of old. I will do what you say Commander.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@XO: I agreed with that assessment sir

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@Founder:  Not paranoid.  Call it careful.  ::Points her phaser again.::  Lead the way.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
Aloud: Hu'tegh  :: tries to evade as best as possible with this size ship ::

@ACTION: The Jem’Hadar are now at 300 meters. The Away team does not notice any reaction from them.

ACTION: The missile impacts the Triton........shields...fail.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Nods to the FCO.::

CEO_Randolph says:
*Engineering*: Get that re.............OH HELL Hu'tegh

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
:: goes flying onto the deck ::

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
::Is thrown to the deck and slides to the bulkhead.::

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::mutters under her breath:: Out loud: Oh right...and the changelings have given us sooooo many reasons to trust them. ::keeps an eye on him and the Jem’Hadar who she can see with her kitty vision now they are closer:
:
FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@Founder: Can you blame us, since you almost did when the war

CEO_Randolph says:
::her engineering board is lit up like a Christmas tree as she is tossed to the other side of the bridge and comes up bleeding but races back to her boards::
 
XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@ALL:  All right all, we're getting closer.  We need to keep our voices to a minimum.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
:: is thrown forward and smacks his face on the console leaving a cut above one eye ::

 Founder says:
@FCO: No we have a lot to be blamed for. I just hoped in a better future. But now we better stay silent.

ACTION: Damage reports begin flooding in from all decks

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@ALL:  Use hand signals as we get closer.

CEO_Randolph says:
*Engineering*: All and I mean ALL damage teams to assigned stations.  Engineering get your backsides moving on all major system repairs.  I want emergency force fields up where the hull breeches are.

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
:: pulls herself to her seat :: CO: Sir, damage reports coming in......

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Does a visual of the area as they are proceeding.::

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
:: tries to bring the Triton to all stop :: All: Status report

 Founder says:
@The founder stops suddenly and signals the Away team to crouch down.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
::Staggers to his feet and gets to his station.::

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: I have all my damage teams out already and repairs are under way as we speak.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: Shields down

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::holds up her paw and gestures for those behind her to crouch as she does::

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Puts her hand up in the air and then waves it down for everyone to get low.  Crouches down.::

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
CO: We've lost the main computer core, decks 6 through 12 reporting massive breaches.

Host Founder says:
@ With hand signals the Founder indicates one Jem’Hadar nearby.

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Besides the shields being down for now I may know what they locked on to.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
:: turns to listen to the reports from OPS, wipes the blood off his face with his sleeve :: OPS: Any casualties?
 
 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
CO: Deck 4 main shuttle bay, out of commission

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Uses her fingers to point to her eyes, and then holds up one finger indicating one Jem'Hadar in the area to the security team and others.::

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
::crouches down and place his other hand on the rifle::
 
 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
CO: Sickbay and medical teams reporting 16 dead....more than 100 injured.

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::her ears flick back and forth listening as she sniffs the air.  She catches his scent and points to about 15 meters down the ledge::

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
CEO: Status of containment force fields?

@Action: The security team crouches down and finds places to hide in silence.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
::sees where the CIV is pointing::

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::gestures for the XO to take her rifle and take over covering the Founder and softly moves off in that direction.  Mouthing the words:: XO: I will take care of him.

@Action: The founder seems very alert, and very focused.

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
CO: More bad news. We've been hit on the starboard nacelle, sensor array there destroyed. Main deflector...damaged as well.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Nods to the Commander, and keeps her phaser pointed on the Changeling.::

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
OPS: Have medical convert the one of the cargo bays into a morgue and use as much of the holodeck as they need for field hospital

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Containment force fields are in place and holding.  I have my teams working on it all ready.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Motions for security teams to get ready to move in if it goes badly.::

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
:: nods :: CO: Aye sir.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
::Shakes his head as he hears the injury and damage details,::

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::reaches over and with a quick grin takes the ribbon and stuffs it in her pocket and then slips into the shadows almost disappearing as her natural color fur camouflages her::

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
:: informs medical to use the cargo bays as needed ::

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::tries to reposition to track the CIV movements::

@Action: The Jem’Hadar seems totally oblivious and very focused on the barrel of his phaser rifle.

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::softly and slowly moves towards the Jem’Hadar....she can see him partial hidden behind a rock and he is looking away.  Thinks to herself:: Self: Like shooting fish in a barrel.  ::moves even closer and gets ready to pounce::

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
CEO: Take the core off line and power down the forward deflector, we will not need either until the nacelle is repaired and stable.  Check with all departments and get as many EVA trained personnel as you need for the repair

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Maintains her phaser pointed to the Founder.  Does not move her eyes from him.::

CEO_Randolph says:
CO: Sir my talents are needed else where.  This madman is mine when we find him.  Had that already planned for sir. ::growls loudly almost a howl in anger as she leaves the bridge::

 Founder says:
@::smiles at the XO::

ACTION: The science console on the bridge sparks and smoke billows from it

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: Captain, I recommend we shut down all sensors. If those missiles are tracking sensor emissions, we can't survive another attack.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
OPS: Work with the CEO, find out her power requirements, anything beyond what is needed power down the auxiliary reactors to save fuel

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Wonders what the Founder is smiling about.::

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
"""Jumps as the console sputters and smokes.::

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::points his rifle toward one of the Jem’Hadar’s

CEO_Randolph says:
::thinks of a new way to mask the sensor emissions::

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
::looks at his console:: CO: If any are left working.

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::quickly leaps on top of the rock and before the Jem’Hadar can even register she is there, leaps onto his back and sinks her fangs deep into his throat, closing off his airway so he can't shout or breathe.  Waits until he stops struggling before releasing her bite and then pulls the heavy body with difficulty behind the rock out of sight::

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Maintains a safe distance from the Founder that she can still keep a lock on him if he tries anything, but not that he can quickly touch her or do anything.::

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
CO: Of course Captain

CEO_Randolph says:
::in the turbolift enraged as the blood begins to pound in her ears she lets out a howl in anger::

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
:: tears the sleeve off his uniform to make a makeshift bandage for his still bleeding wound, notices how ridiculous it looks having only one sleeve so he tears the other one off as well ::

@ACTION: The Jem’Hadar falls back, as dead as a stone.

ACTION: The turbolift that the CEO is in stalls

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@<Security Cameron> XO:  Commander Mrlr has succeeded, Ma'am.  You can relax.

CEO_Randolph says:
::ignoring the blood dripping from several lacerations to her face and arms she rides the lifr::

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::breathing heavily  she returns halfway towards the group and then she carefully gestures to 
the rest to join her::
 
XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@Security Cameron:  There is no relaxing until we are all back on the Triton.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@XO: Remind me never to get on the CIV bad side ::smiles::

 @ACTION: the ground starts shaking with tremors and a cloud of fire and smoke is seen raising from an area close to the base.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Smiles at the FCO.::  FCO:  I'll remind you if you remind me.  ::Grins at him.::
 
 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
:: wipes her face with her sleeve as the sweat drips onto her console :: *CEO*: Lieutenant, come in please.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::leans against the rock as the ground shakes::

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
OPS/TO: Take all sensors off line, black out the ship

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Sees the Commander return to their group.::  CIV:  Good job, Commander.  If we live, remind me to ask the Captain to give you a medal.

Host Founder says:
@::looks impressed and moves with the others::
 
TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
::Looks up and to Chatters before replying.:: CO: Aye sir

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@ALL:  Shall we continue?
 
CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::drops to a crouch and her ears go flat as the ground shakes but she still manages a grin:: XO: Thank you...but I'd rather have a big bowl of milk.  Jem’Hadar taste worst than Cardassian.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
*CEO*: Keep the emissions to minimum, perhaps we can play dead until some repairs can be done

 Founder says:
@CIV: Ketracel white gone sour, it happens.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@ALL:  What, what is that?

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::gets up and gets ready to move out::

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
*CEO*: The Captain says I am to assist you with any power needs.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Proceeds to follow the Founder, resisting the urge to ask if they are there yet.::

CEO_Randolph says:
*OPS*: Tell the Captain I am stuck in this bloody turbolift.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
::instinctively looks up as the lights switch to minimum.::

CEO_Randolph says:
::starts to beat the TL with her fists::

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
*CEO*: I'll see what I can do

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@XO: I don't know but we had better get moving.  It's just up there...shouldn't take us but a few more minutes going carefully. ::takes her rifle back and gestures for the Founder to lead on::
 
XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@CIV:  Agreed.  Let's move out.

@ACTION: The Away team arrives at the edge of the ledge. The Jem’Hadar unaware are just 100 meters under them.

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
CO: Sir, Lieutenant Randolph is stuck in one of the lifts.

CEO_Randolph says:
::continues to beat the TL sides::

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
*CEO*: Use the emergency hatch on the car and then the ladder, do you sleep through basic ship design at the academy lieu ant :: growling ::

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@XO: Should we take them out now?

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
:: nods in acknowledgement at OPS::
 
ACTION: Lights on the bridge blink several times as power continues to flicker

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::arrives at the vantage point and carefully looks over and down on the Jem’Hadar:: XO: If there are sensors around, you should be able to pick them up on your tricorder from here.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@ALL:  That smoke and fire resembles the same kind we saw before that other missile took off.

CEO_Randolph says:
::Growling back:: *CO*: No sir I did not sleep through any of my classes at the Academy.

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@XO: We may have to take them out by hand if he is right about phaser fire alerting the garrison.

 Founder says:
@XO: Apparently Jibran had more than one of them.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
CO: Were powered down to minimum . ::Pauses a moment.:: The away team.....We can't help them............

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::XO: There's nothing we can do about the Triton from here.  If you try and contact them it may get picked up.

ACTION: The main tactical console buzzes and goes dead leaving another plume of smoke filling the bridge

CEO_Randolph says:
::flips the hatch and climbs on the top of the car and up the ladder to the next level and with her anger and super strength and opens the door and heads for a Jefferies tube and takes it to engineering::

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
::Steps back with a hand waving the smoke and a look of despair to the Captain.::

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@CIV/FCO:  Let's take out the soldiers.  I will have security assist you.  FCO:  Stay behind and help me cover the Founder.  We will need your flying skills to get out of here.

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@XO: Sir if we can find a control panel maybe we can self destruct the missile

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@FCO:  Aye, once the soldiers are disabled, we can search for one.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
TO: It would appear we can't help ourselves, have a engineering kit sent to the bridge...I will see if I remember anything from my days as a CEO

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
XO: Understood ::turns and faces the founder::

OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
:; turns and looks at Cerdan :: TO: We're in big trouble aren't we?

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::hands her rifle to the XO:: XO: Here...just incase. ::gestures to the security guards to follow her carefully::

@ACTION: The founders stands still.

@ACTION: The guards follow Commander Mrlr.

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
::Looks up at Chatters and forces a half smile.:: OPS: I wouldn't worry, we'll have things fixed up soon.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Takes the rifle and points it toward the Founder.::  Whispers to Founder:  My advice is to stand very still.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
:: uses his cane to help walk to one of the damaged consoles, leaves the consoling to the TO ::

 Founder says:
@XO: Commander, the Caitian will be spotted before they arrive. Ever done a little sniping?

CEO_Randolph says:
::enters engineering to see a disaster area and her staff doing their assigned jobs::

TO_Lt_Cerdan says:
::Taps his badge.:: *CEO*: Chief send us a repair kit to the bridge, W e have a few consoles that need attention.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@Founder:  Of course, I have been trained in several techniques and styles.  What'd you have in mind?

CEO_Randolph says:
*TO*: I will just as soon as I find my own.  Engineering is kinda in a mess at the moment.

CIV_Cmdr_Mrlr says:
@::with paw gestures, splits the guards into two groups pointing each group to one of the Jem’Hadar.  Indicates that she will take the one holding the phaser IV canon towards the rock::

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
:: sighs and looks at the Captain :: CO: Bad day huh sir?

 Founder says:
@XO: I don't sense any other Jem’Hadar, three shots and the ones down there are dead.

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Motions to the FCO to keep guard on the Founder.::  FCO:  Guard him.  If he flinches, shoot him.

 CO_Captain_K`Vas says:
:: looks at OPS and just growls :: OPS: Contact Ltjg Williams, I want a status on Commander Mrlr's children...she is caring for them

ACTION: Another missile is launched from the surface....heading for....oh no!

FCO_Lt_Meadows says:
@::slightly raises his rifle at the founder:: XO: Aye sir

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@Founder:  If you are wrong, I will shoot you myself.  ::Takes aim and takes out the one with the phaser IV canon first.::

XO_LtCmdr_Sommers says:
@::Then quickly aims to cover the other two as well.::

 OPS_Lt_Chatters says:
CO: Captain....something on the screen.....coming straight for us....

CEO_Randolph says:
::finds the tool kits and sends one up to the bridge::
 
= /\= /\ = /\ = /\ = Pause = /\ = /\ = /\ = /\ =

